JOIN THE EFFORT

The mission of the Congressional Brain Injury Task Force is to further education and awareness of brain injury and support funding for basic and applied research, brain injury rehabilitation, and development of a cure. Please join the Task Force to help make life better for individuals with brain injury and their families. To sign up, contact the office of a co-chair:

CO-CHAIRS:
Hon. Bill Pascrell, Jr.
Hon. Don Bacon

Tammy Baldwin, WI
Andy Barr, KY-06
Joyce Beatty, OH-03
Donald S. Beyer, Jr., VA-08
Andy Biggs, AZ-05
Sanford Bishop, GA-02
Bob Brady, PA-01
Cheri Bustos, IL-17
Bradley Byrne, AL-01
Andre Carson, IN-07
Bill Cassidy, LA
James Clyburn, SC-06
Steve Cohen, TN-09
Gerald Connolly, VA-11
Joe Courtney, CT-02
TJ Cox, CA-21
Mike Crapo, ID
Charlie Crist, FL-13
Danny Davis, IL-07
Peter DeFazio, OR-04
Diana DeGette, CO-01
Debbie Dingell, MI-12
Lloyd Doggett, TX-35
Michael Doyle, PA-14
Brian Fitzpatrick, PA-01
Bill Foster, IL-11
Ruben Gallego, AZ-07
John Garamendi, CA-03
Josh Gottheimer, NJ-05
Raúl M. Grijalva, AZ-03
Brian Higgins, NY-26
Eleanor Holmes-Norton, DC
Shelia Jackson-Lee, TX-18
Eddie Bernice Johnson, TX-30
William R. Keating, MA-09
Derek Kilmer, WA-06
Ron Kind, WI-03
Ann McLane Kuster, NH-02
James Langevin, RI-02
John Larson, CT-01
Barbara Lee, CA-13
David Loeb, IA-02
Zoe Lofgren, CA-19
Stephen F. Lynch, MA-08
Edward Markey, MA
Roger Marshall, KS-01
James McGovern, MA-02
Bob Menendez, NJ
Jerrold Nadler, NY-10
Grace Napolitano, CA-32
Richard Neal, MA-01
Frank Pallone, NJ-06
Donald Payne, NJ-10
Earl Perlmutter, CO-07
Collin Peterson, MN-07
David Price, NC-04
Mike Rogers, AL-03
C.A. Ruppersberger, MD-02
John Rutherford, FL-04
Tim Ryan, OH-13
Linda Sanchez, CA-38
Mary Gay Scanlon, PA-05
Adam Schiff, CA-28
Bobby Scott VA-03
Brad Sherman, CA-30
Mike Simpson, ID-02
Kyrsten Sinema, AZ
Adam Smith, WA-09
Jackie Speier, CA-14
Greg Stanton, AZ-09
Elise Stefanik, NY-21
Steve Stivers, OH-15
Mark Takano, CA-41
Bennie Thompson, MS-02
Mike Thompson, CA-05
John Thune, SD
Scott Tipton, CO-3
Paul Tonko, NY-20
Fred Upton, MI-06
Chris Van Hollen, MD
Peter Welch, VT
Joe Wilson, SC-02
Robb Wittman, VA-0

Sign up for BIAA’s weekly e-newsletter, Policy Corner, at biausa.org.

For information, contact:
Amy Colberg, Director of Government Affairs
acolberg@biausa.org • 703-761-0750 ext. 637
1608 Spring Hill Road, Suite 110, Vienna, VA 22182
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